
 

‘Around the world 

in 80 days - Italy’ 

Eagles – Year 3 

Spring Term 

As Geographers, we will be leaning about the marvellous (or should I say                                                                                                                

‘meraviglioso’) country of Italy. We will be scaling the heights of the Alps in contrast to the far more 

inviting climate of the Southern Coast. Once we have trekked from North to South, East to West a dip 

in the three seas surrounding Italy sounds ideal; Adriatic, Tyrrhenian and the Ionian sea which combine 

to make the Mediterranean. To make sure we get around Italy safely we will also be looking at our map 

skills and locating key areas on a map.  

As Writers, we will be using the terrific traditional tale of Pinocchio to scaffold                                             

our narrative writing of both stories and settings. We will also be combining our                           

creativity with the non-fiction writing of information texts with the help of                                                    

‘Matchbox diary’ by Paul Fleischman.  

As Scientists, we will be looking to investigate rocks and fossils. We will be                                       

focussing on the grouping and classification of rocks as well as the formation of                             

fossils. We will also be looking at forces and magnets, including the impact of                                        

force on various materials as well as the impact of force magnets can have.       
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Narrative, Traditional Tales – 

Focusing on the aspects of a 

traditional tale, with the use 

of Pinocchio.  

Narrative, Settings – with the 

use of Pinocchio we will be 

looking to add a final chapter 

to the story of Pinocchio with 

the focus being on describing 

a setting.  

Information texts  

Spelling- suffixes (-ed, -er, 

-ing, -s/-es) Prefixes (dis-, 

un-, mis-) & Homophones 

SPaG- Conjunctions, 

pronouns, adverbs & 

prepositions 

 

• Multiplication and 

Division – using 

timetables knowledge 

to answer problems. 

• Money – adding and 

subtracting amounts 

of money in both £ 

and p.  

• Statistics – make and 

interpret bar graphs 

and pictograms.  

• Length and perimeter 

– measurement  

• Times Tables 

Rockstars   

• Rocks and Fossils – investigate, 

differentiate and group different 

rocks and fossils. 

• Forces and magnets – investigation of 

forces and the impact of magnets on 

forces. 

• Could Jesus really heal 

people? 

• What is ‘good’ about Good 

Friday? 

•  Violin/cello lessons with Mr 

Bettle. 

• Singing assembly 

• Exploring arrangements  

• Drawing techniques 

• Studying famous Italian 

artists 

• Portraiture 

• Food & Cookery 

• Book creator – using 

software to create our 

own stories. 

• Code.org – focusing on 

specific use of coding 

• Dance – Telling the story 

of Rama and Sita 

through dance. 

• Swimming  

Selling baked goods after sharing assembly. 

• Numbers 13-31 

• How old are you? 

• Days of the week 

VALUES: Perseverance and courage.  

PSHE: Going for goals. 

Key Areas of Learning  

 


